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How to Use the Plan 

This part of the Plan explains what a District Plan is and provides a ‘user friendly’ guide.   

If you have any questions about this Plan and how it might affect a project you are contemplating, then you 
are advised to make contact with a Council planner at the earliest opportunity. 

1 What is a District Plan? 

1.1 District Plans are documents that set out the direction (objectives and policies) and rules for land 
use activities and subdivision in a District.  A District Plan prescribes what activities can happen, 
where they can happen, and how they can happen, as well as providing measures to protect 
buildings, natural features and sites of significance.  District Plans also contain rules that are used 
to control activities that can potentially cause adverse effects such as noise, odour, visual effects, 
or damage to the environment. 

1.2 A District Plan is required to achieve the purpose of the Resource Management Act 1991 (“the 
Act”), which is ‘to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources’.  
Section 5 of the Act defines sustainable management as: 

‘Managing the use, development and protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a 
rate, which enables people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural well-
being and for their health and safety while -  
 sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to meet the 

reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations; and  
 safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems; and  
 avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the environment.’ 

1.3 In addition, Sections 6, 7 and 8 of the Act place specific duties on Council.  Section 6 requires 
Council to recognise and provide for a range of matters of national importance.  Section 7 
identifies other matters which Council must have regard to; and Section 8 requires Council to take 
into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. 

2 Guide to the Plan 

Key questions 

2.1 Most people open a District Plan to find out information about a property, or to see if they need 
resource consent for something they want to build or do.  It is helpful when looking though a 
District Plan that you keep in mind the following questions: 

 What zone am I in? (a)

 Does the property I am interested in contain any features or areas of significance? (b)

 Do I require a resource consent? (c)

 What else do I need to consider?    (d)

The key steps to answer these questions are provided in the following diagram and are further 
explained in this section of the Plan. 
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What zone am I in? 

2.2 To begin, refer to the Planning Maps and identify the site you are interested in.  The key at the 
beginning of the Planning Maps and the street index at the back will assist you.  

2.3 When you have found the site on the map, you will see that there are two maps.  The left hand 
maps are called zone maps.  Match the colour or notation on the map for the site with the key to 
find out what zone the site is located within.   

Does the property I am interested in contain any features or areas of significance? 

2.4 The right hand maps identify policy areas.  If there is a particular feature or area of significance on 
the site, it will be identified by either a colour or a reference number.  Match this with the map 
key to identify the relevant feature or area of significance.  The Appendices to the Plan contain 
more information on the feature or area of significance. 

Do I require a resource consent? 

2.5 In order to determine whether you require a resource consent the next step is to refer to the 
relevant sections of the Plan.  The relevant sections are contained in Part D - Zone Provisions, Part 
E - District Wide Provisions and Part F - District Wide Natural and Cultural Heritage.  In each 
section resource consents can be triggered through either the activity status tables or by failing to 
comply with the relevant performance standard rules.  It is important that all Parts and Sections 
of the Plan are checked, as an activity that is listed as permitted in Part D - Zone Provisions may be 
listed as requiring a resource consent in either Part E - District Wide Provisions, or Part F - District 
Wide Natural and Cultural Heritage.  

 
 

 

Example 1 
 
If you wish to build a new dwelling on an empty section and the property is shown with yellow 
shading on the Zone Planning Maps, and has no features shown on the Policy Area Planning 
Maps, this means you are located in the Residential Zone and need to check Section 2 of the 
Plan.  The first place to look is Section 2.4.1 Activity Status Tables.  As shown in the following 
figure, residential activities, which includes dwellings, are a permitted activity and will retain 
this status provided that the relevant performance standard rules are met.  
 

2.4.1.1 Permitted activities  
The following activities shall comply with the performance standards of this zone 

(a) Residential activities. 
(b) One principal dwelling and one secondary dwelling per site. 

 
Example 2 

If you wish to build a new dwelling on a section with an existing dwelling on it and your 
property is shown with yellow shading on the Zone Planning Maps, and has a heritage building 
notation on the Policy Area Planning Maps, this means you are located in the Residential Zone 
and need to check Section 2, Section 22 and Appendix N1 of the Plan.  Appendix N1 provides 
details of the heritage building including the District Plan Category.  The District Plan Category 
is used in Section 22 to determine the activity status. For example if you wish to demolish a 
Category A Nationally Significant heritage building this has a non-complying activity status as 
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2.6 In the examples above the activity status tables provides the starting point to guide you as to 
whether a resource consent is required or not.  It is important to note the activity status in the 
Tables is only retained where an activity complies with the performance standard rules in the 
relevant zone section of the plan, and any performance standard rules in any other relevant 
section of the Plan.  The activity status tables may also include a list of summarised performance 
standard rules as a quick reference for plan users to explain what activity status an activity will be 
if it breaches a performance standard rule.  

 

Example 2 (continued) 

shown in the following figure: 

22.4.1.1 Activity Category 

 Category A 
Nationally 
Significant 

Category B 
Regionally 
Significant 

Category C 
Local 
Significance 

Archaeological 
Sites  

Cultural 

(i) Demolition 
(including partial 
demolition). 

NC D D D  
Provided that: 
 where an 

authority 
has been 
obtained 
from 
Heritage 
New 
Zealand the 
activity will 
be 
permitted; 
and 

 an activity 
that 
requires the 
ground to 
be disturbed 
for the 
purpose of a 
burial is 
exempt.   

NA  
Provided that 
where a 
cultural site is 
also an 
archaeological 
site the rules 
for 
archaeological 
sites apply.    

 

Example 3 

The new dwelling you wish to build on a property in the Large Lot Residential Zone is going to 
be 10m in height.  Rule 3.4.2.3 – Height specifies the building height shall not exceed 8m in 
height in this zone.  The Activity Status Table 3.4.1.4 shows the activity status for non-
compliance with Rule 3.4.2.3 is a discretionary activity as shown in the following figure: 

3.4.1.4 Discretionary activities 
(a) Any building or activity that fails to comply with: 

(i) Rule 3.4.2.1(a) - Minimum building setback from road boundaries 
(ii) Rule 3.4.2.3 - Height  
(iii) Rule 3.4.2.7 - Site coverage   
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2.7 Each performance standard rule details the requirements to be met, the level of resource consent 
required should non-compliance occur; and in some cases, an Advice Note(s), as shown in the 
following example: 

 

2.8 In Example 4 above, the rule explains any earthworks for the maintenance and upgrading of 
sports fields, or with a total volume of less than 1000m3 would be a permitted activity.  Any 
earthworks which exceed 1000m3 would be a discretionary activity as stated in the text 
highlighted in the grey box.  The detail in the grey box is part of the performance standard rule 
and has been highlighted in the Plan for easy reference. 

2.9 In Example 4 above, the rule also contains Advice Notes.  Advice Notes are used in the Plan to 
provide clarity and assistance for plan users regarding matters directly relating to the rule or parts 
of a rule.  Often these Advice Notes will refer plan users to other particularly relevant sections of 
the Plan, or to relevant New Zealand Standards, Code of Practices, or National Environmental 
Standards.  In many cases, this approach has been used to ensure that plan users are aware of 
their obligations on matters which sit outside the Plan.  

2.10 For activities which require resource consent for a controlled or restricted discretionary activity, 
the matters Council will consider and have discretion over have been listed as shown in Example 5 
below.  In this example where a new building fails to meet the daylight control rule, Council are 
interested in knowing if the building will have any effects on the visual amenity, the daylight and 
sunlight on the site and adjoining properties, any effects on existing trees and the details of any 
proposed landscaping to assist with mitigation of the effects.  A more detailed explanation about 
these matters can be found in Section 21 (i.e. 21.1.2.10 for this example).  These matters need to 
be addressed in the resource consent application.  

Example 4 

Rules - Earthworks  

5.4.2.6 Earthworks shall comply with the following: 

(a) Earthworks are associated with the maintenance and upgrading of sports 
fields, the formation and maintenance of public walkways or tracks; or 

(b) Earthworks shall not exceed a total volume of 1000m³ in a single activity or 
in cumulative activities in any calendar year, provided that this rule shall not 
apply to earthworks incidental to an approved resource consent or building 
consent. 

Advice Notes:  
1. Earthworks complying with permitted activity standards or subject to resource consent 

requirements under the National Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing 
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health Regulations 2011, are exempt from additional 
resource consent requirements.  

2. Earthworks within 23m of a lake or water body require resource consent.  Refer Section 26 - 
Lakes and Water bodies.  

3.  In the event that any artefacts, human remains or evidence of historic human activity are 
discovered, there is a procedure under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 that 
must be followed.  

4. There are additional restrictions in Section 25 - Landscapes and Viewshafts on earthworks on 
properties within an identified landscape. 

Activities that fail to comply with this rule will require a resource consent for a 
discretionary activity.   
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2.11 It is important to note that the provisions of Section 15 – Infrastructure, Hazards, Development 
and Subdivision will be relevant to most activities in Waipa District.  Section 15 contains the 
infrastructure and servicing standards that apply to all development in the District as well as the 
provisions relating to subdivision.  If you want to find out whether you can subdivide a property 
you need to refer to Section 15.  Please note that all subdivisions require a resource consent.  
There are significant servicing constraints in some parts of the District, so early discussions with 
Council officers is advisable. 

2.12   If you do need resource consent, what do you do next?  The following information and questions 
may assist:  

 What information do I need to submit and do I need experienced practitioners to assist me (a)
with my application?  E.g. planning, architectural, traffic, cultural or ecological? 

 Do I need to consult with my neighbours? (b)

Example 5 
Rule - Daylight control 

2.4.2.9 Buildings shall not penetrate a recession plane at right angles to the boundary 
inclined inwards at the angles shown in the diagram from 2.7m above ground level 
at internal site boundaries that adjoin the Residential Zone a reserve of less than 
1ha in size, or a public walkway.  The angles in the diagram below shall be applied 
using the methodology in Appendix O6.   

Provided that where an internal boundary of a site abuts a driveway or right of way 
the recession plane may be measured from points 2.7m above the furthest 
boundary of the drive way or right of way. 

 

 

Activities that fail to comply with this rule will require a resource consent for a 
restricted discretionary activity with the discretion being restricted over:   
 Visual effects; and 
 Access to daylight and sunlight on the site and on adjoining properties; and  
 Effects on existing trees; and 
 Landscaping. 
These matters will be considered in accordance with the assessment criteria in 
Section 21. 
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 What is the likely process for my application (non-notified, limited notified, publicly (c)
notified) and are there aspects of the activity that could be amended to provide a greater 
opportunity for approval? 

 Have I discussed with Council staff the costs that are likely to be incurred? (d)

2.13 There are some key tools within the Plan that will help you prepare a resource consent 
application:   

 The first step in preparing a resource consent application is understanding the site you wish (a)
to undertake the activity on as well as its surroundings.  Key factors that you need to 
consider are contained in the site and area analysis tool in Section 21 – Assessment Criteria 
and Information Requirements (refer to 21.2.15.2). 

 The second key step is considering the design and layout of the site.  The sustainable design (b)
and layout principles in Section 21 – Assessment Criteria and Information Requirements will 
also be helpful (refer to 21.1.15.12).  

2.14 Council will be expecting to see that these two tools have been applied when an application is 
assessed.  Council also has information sheets which identify the standard information 
requirements for resource consent applications. 

2.15 Through reading the relevant objectives, policies and assessment criteria you will understand 
what outcomes the Plan is seeking to achieve.  When you are preparing an application you need 
to consider how these outcomes relate to your activity.  You should consider whether there are 
any amendments that could be made to the activity to more closely align the activity with the 
outcomes in the Plan.  As part of preparing an application you may also need to obtain the written 
approval of affected parties.  Council planners can advise on who may be considered to be an 
affected party; however a formal decision on affected persons and written approvals can only be 
provided once an application has been received by Council and fully assessed.   

Achievement of Great Urban Design  

Council is committed to ensure that development in the District occurs in a manner that is consistent with the Town 
Concept Plans 2010 and the District Growth Strategy 2009.  Town Concept Plans have been prepared for Te Awamutu 
and Kihikihi, Cambridge, Pirongia and Ohaupo.  These documents give a voice to community aspirations on the long 
term vision for the main urban areas within the District.  They include significant material on the anticipated nature and 
form of redevelopment in the District and are integral to new development.  This Plan is a key tool alongside Council’s 
own asset management planning (indicated through the Long Term Plan and Annual Plans) to achieve great urban 
design in the District. 

What else do I need to consider?  

2.16  There are a range of matters outside of this Plan that you need to be aware of, including whether 
or not: 

 A development contribution is payable. (a)

 There is sufficient water, wastewater and stormwater services in place to cater for your (b)
development. 

 You need a building consent.  (c)

 You need resource consent from the Waikato Regional Council. (d)

Council staff can help you identify the persons or agencies you might need to speak to before 
lodging your application for resource consent. 
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3 Parts of the Plan  

The Plan is made up of the following parts: 

Part A - How to Use the Plan  

3.1 This part describes what a District Plan is.  It also describes the format of the Plan and how to 
apply the sections to your particular activity.   

Part B - Definitions 

3.2 This part provides interpretations of various terms that are used in the objectives, policies and 
rules in each section of the Plan. 

Part C - Strategic Policy Framework 

3.3 This part contains key directions for the overall settlement pattern in the District.  The objectives 
and policies contained in this part are relevant for all activities and need to be read alongside the 
objectives, policies and rules in other sections.   

Part D - Zone Provisions  

3.4 This part provides the zone specific issues, objectives, polices and rules.   

Part E - District Wide Provisions 

3.5 This part contains the issues, objectives, policies and rules that apply to all zones for activities, 
such as transport and subdivision.  This part also details the information requirements for 
resource consent applications and the relevant assessment criteria Council will use to determine 
applications. 

Part F - District Wide Natural and Cultural Heritage  

3.6 This part contains the issues, objectives, policies and rules for the protection of special 
landscapes, indigenous biodiversity, water bodies, protected trees and heritage.   

Part G - Anticipated Environmental Results  

3.7 The efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions of the Plan are required to be monitored.  This 
part outlines the key monitoring tools that Council will implement.  

Part H - Appendices 

3.8 The Appendices contain matters including structure plans, design guides, designations, heritage 
items and potentially significant natural areas.    

Part I - Planning Maps  

3.9 Part I is a separately bound document containing the Planning Maps which identify the zones and 
policy areas as well as other matters such as designations.   
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4 Section Format 

4.1 Each Section within Parts D, E and F follow the same format. 

Resource Management Issues 

4.2 The list of resource management issues that are facing the District that are addressed in the 
District Plan. 

Objectives 

4.3 The objectives set the direction in response to the resource management issues.  

Policies 

4.4 The policies define the course of action to achieve the objectives in the Plan. 

Rules 

4.5 Rules are contained in the activity status tables and the performance standard rules.  In Part D the 
performance standard rules apply to activities listed in the activity status tables as permitted 
activities, controlled activities and restricted discretionary activities.  In Part E the performance 
standard rules apply to activities listed in the activity status tables as permitted activities, 
controlled activities and restricted discretionary activities and in some instances discretionary 
activities. 

Activity Status Tables 

4.6  The tables list activities and whether or not they require resource consent.  If an activity falls 
within more than one category the more specific activity listing applies.  In most cases compliance 
with the relevant performance standard rules is required and this is referenced in the table. 

Performance Standard Rules 

4.7  These are the rules that apply to activities listed in the tables. 

Assessment Criteria 

4.8  Section 21 contains a list of general assessment criteria, zone specific and policy overlay specific 
assessment criteria; and also includes some specific information requirements for certain 
activities.  Council also has information sheets that specify the standard information requirements 
for resource consents.  There is a note at the end of each section that refers people to Section 21 - 
Assessment Criteria and Information Requirement.    

5 Activity Categories  

5.1 All activities are classified as being one of the following activity categories: 

 Permitted Activity (a)

 Controlled Activity  (b)
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 Restricted Discretionary Activity (c)

 Discretionary Activity (d)

 Non-complying Activity (e)

 Prohibited Activity (f)

Permitted 

5.2 Permitted activities are listed in the activity status tables.  All permitted activities need to comply 
with the relevant performance standard rules in Part D and Parts E and F of the Plan.  

5.3 For example, a permitted activity would be warehousing within an Industrial Zone that complied 
with all of the relevant zone performance standard rules and the relevant provisions in Parts E 
and F of the Plan.  The relevant rules would include those relating to infrastructure and parking in 
Part E, Sections 15 and 16. 

Controlled  

5.4 Controlled activities are listed in the activity status tables.  All controlled activities need to comply 
with the relevant performance standard rules in Part D and Parts E and F of the Plan.  Controlled 
activities require resource consent, but consent must be granted.   

5.5 For example, a controlled activity would be the provision of bicycle parking facilities in areas other 
than the Rural Zone and Pedestrian Frontages that complied with all of the relevant zone 
performance standard rules and the relevant provisions, both activity status tables and 
performance standard rules, in Parts D, E and F.  Council would consider the application in 
accordance with the matters over which control has been reserved; in this case, it would be the 
ability to provide bike parks on site.  Conditions can only be imposed on a resource consent on 
matters over which Council has reserved control. 

Restricted Discretionary  

5.6 Restricted discretionary activities are either listed in the activity status tables; or an activity may 
be restricted discretionary, because it does not meet a performance standard rule in Part D or 
Parts E and F of the Plan.  Restricted discretionary activities require resource consent and the 
consent could be declined.    

5.7 For example, a restricted discretionary activity would be the construction of a garage in the 
Residential Zone, where the garage cannot comply with the required building setback from an 
internal site boundary; and all relevant provisions, both activity status tables and performance 
standard rules in Parts E and F, have been complied with.  A resource consent would be required 
and Council would assess the application in accordance with the matters over which discretion 
has been restricted.  Similar to controlled activities, conditions can only be imposed on a resource 
consent on matters that Council has restricted its discretion to. 

Discretionary Activities 

5.8 Discretionary activities are either listed in the activity status tables; or an activity may be a 
discretionary activity, because it does not meet a performance standard rule in Part D or Parts E 
and F of the Plan.  Discretionary activities require resource consent and the consent could be 
declined.  
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5.9 For example, a mineral extraction activity in the Rural Zone is listed within the activity status table 
as a discretionary activity, provided that it is not located within 500m of a peat lake.  If the 
mineral extraction activity was located within 500m of a peat lake it is a non-complying activity.    

Non-Complying Activities  

5.10 In most cases, non-complying activities are listed in the activity status tables.  However, there are 
some situations where an activity might also become non-complying because the activity does not 
meet a relevant zone or district wide performance standard rule.  Additionally, activities that are 
not listed in the activity status tables carry a non-complying status by default.  Non-complying 
activities require resource consent, and the consent could be declined. 

5.11 For example, a non-complying activity would be retail activities in the Residential Zone. 

Prohibited Activities 

5.12 Prohibited activities are listed in the activity status tables. No application for resource consent can 
be made for a listed prohibited activity.  

5.13 For example, a prohibited activity would be the erection of dwellings within the air-noise 
boundary of the Hamilton International Airport. 
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